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Abstract
We analyze a nonlinear discrete-time Cournot duopoly game, where players have heterogeneous expectations. Two types of players are considered: boundedly rational and naive expectations. In this study we show that the dynamics of the duopoly game with players whose beliefs
are heterogeneous, may become complicated. The model gives more complex chaotic and unpredictable trajectories as a consequence of increasing the speed of adjustment of boundedly rational
player. The equilibrium points and local stability of the duopoly game are investigated. As some
parameters of the model are varied, the stability of the Nash equilibrium point is lost and the
complex (periodic or chaotic) behavior occurs. Numerical simulations are presented to show that
players with heterogeneous beliefs make the duopoly game behave chaotically. Also, we get the
fractal dimension of the chaotic attractor of our map which is equivalent to the dimension of
Henon map.
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1. Introduction
An oligopoly is a market system which is controlled by a few number of <rms
producing homogeneous products. The dynamic of oligopoly game is more complex
because oligopolist must consider not only the behaviors of the consumers, but also
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the reactions of the other competitors. Cournot, in 1838 [1], introduced the <rst formal
theory of oligopoly, who treated the case with naive expectations, so that in every step
each player assumes the last values taken by the competitors without estimation of
their future reactions.
Recently, several works have shown that the Cournot model may lead to complex
behaviors such as cyclic and chaotic, see, for example Refs. [2–7]. Among the <rst
to do this was Puu [3,4] who found a variety of complex dynamics arising in the
Cournot duopoly case including the appearance of attractors with fractal dimension.
Other studies on the dynamics of oligopoly models with more <rms and other modi<cations include Ahmed and Agiza [8], Agiza [5] and Agiza et al. [9] such eDorts have
been extended by Bischi and Kopel [10] in a duopoly game with adaptive expectations. The development of complex oligopoly dynamics theory have been reviewed in
Ref. [11].
Expectations play a key role in modelling economics phenomena. A producer can
choose his expectations rules of many available techniques to adjust his production
outputs. May be in the market of duopoly model each <rm behaves with diDerent
expectations strategies, so we are going to apply this kind of expectations in our model
which is common in reality.
In this paper we consider a duopoly model which is introduced in Ref. [7] but
each player form a diDerent strategy in order to compute his expected output. We
take <rm 1 represent a boundedly rational player while <rm 2 has naive expectations.
Each player adjusts his outputs towards the pro<t maximizing amount as target and
use his expectations rule. Recently, examples of oligopoly games with homogeneous
expectations are studied by Puu [4], Kopel [6], Agiza [12], Agiza et al. [13,14]. It
was shown that the dynamics of Cournot oligopoly game may never settle to a steady
state, and in the long run they exhibit bounded dynamic which may be periodic or
chaotic. Economic model with heterogeneous players is introduced see [15,16]. Also,
the dynamics of heterogeneous two-dimensional cobweb model have been studied by
Onozaki et al., see Ref. [17].
The main aim of this work is to investigate the dynamic behaviors of a heterogeneous
model representing two <rms using heterogeneous expectations rules. This mechanism
was applied in cobweb model [17] and gave us a guide to apply it in our study.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the evolution of dynamical systems of players with heterogeneous expectations rules. In Section 3, the dynamics
of a duopoly game with boundedly rational player and naive player is modelled by a
two-dimensional map. The existence and local stability of the equilibrium points of the
nonlinear map are analyzed. Complex dynamics of behavior occur under some changes
of control parameters of the model which are shown by numerical experiments. Fractal
dimension of the strange attractor of the map is measured numerically.
2. Heterogeneous expectations
In oligopoly game players choose simple expectations such as naive or complex as rational expectations. The players can use the same strategy (homogeneous expectations)

